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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes 1Pipe, a novel communication abstraction that enables different receivers to process messages from senders in a consistent total order. More precisely, 1Pipe provides both unicast and scattering (i.e., a group of messages to different destinations) in a causally and totally ordered manner. 1Pipe provides a best effort service that delivers each message at most once, as well as a reliable service that guarantees delivery and provides restricted atomic delivery for each scattering. 1Pipe can simplify and accelerate many distributed applications, e.g., transactional key-value stores, log replication, and distributed data structures.

We propose a scalable and efficient method to implement 1Pipe inside data centers. To achieve total order delivery in a scalable manner, 1Pipe separates the bookkeeping of order information from message forwarding, and distributes the work to each switch and host. 1Pipe aggregates order information using in-network computation at switches. This forms the “control plane” of the system. On the “data plane”, 1Pipe forwards messages in the network as usual and reorders them at the receiver based on the order information.

Evaluation on a 32-server testbed shows that 1Pipe achieves scalable throughput (80M messages per second per host) and low latency (10µs) with little CPU and network overhead. 1Pipe achieves linearly scalable throughput and low latency in transactional key-value store, TPC-C, remote data structures, and replication that outperforms traditional designs by 2~20x.
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• Networks → In-network processing; Data center networks;
• Computer systems organization → Reliability;
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1 INTRODUCTION
The lack of total order communication often complicates distributed system design. For example, when a host atomically reads or writes multiple objects on different remote hosts, there is no guarantee that the messages arrive at different remote hosts at the same time, so, locks are often required to achieve consistency. As another example, multiple shards of a distributed database generate logs to multiple replicas, and each replica may receive logs from the shards in a different interleaving ordering, thus violating data consistency.

As a reaction to this complexity, we propose 1Pipe, a communication primitive that provides “one big pipe” abstraction in a data center network (DCN). As Figure 1 shows, messages are sent in groups and serialized in a virtual pipe, which enables different receiver processes to deliver messages from sender processes in a consistent order. More precisely, 1Pipe resembles Causally and Totally Ordered Communication Support (CATOCS) [25]: (1) messages are totally ordered, ensuring that they are delivered in the same order to all receivers; (2) messages are delivered obeying the causal order in the Lamport logical clock sense [63]. In addition to unicast, 1Pipe also supports scattering, which groups multiple messages to different receivers at the same position of the total order. Different from traditional multicast, each message in a scattering has distinct content and destination. Users do not need to define multicast channels or groups because the network is a big CATOCS channel.

1Pipe can achieve distributed atomic multi-object read and write with a single scattering because they are delivered at the same logical time. Replication in 1Pipe takes one round-trip time (RTT). 1Pipe also provides a total ordering of communication events, thus reducing fences and improving concurrency of distributed systems.

1Pipe seems to require a central serialization point, which is not scalable. In this work, we propose a scalable and efficient implementation of 1Pipe in a DCN, where the topology is regular [43, 67], and switches have generally good programmability. Our principle is to co-design end hosts with the underlying DCN. We synchronize the clocks on hosts and ensure they are non-decreasing. The sender attaches the same timestamp to each packet in a unicast message or scattering. Each receiver delivers messages in non-decreasing timestamp order.

At its core, 1Pipe separates the bookkeeping of order information from message forwarding. 1Pipe forwards timestamped packets as usual in the network, and buffers them at the receiver side. The key challenge is to let a receiver know that all the packets below a certain timestamp have arrived. To this end, we introduce a barrier
timestamp on each link, which is essentially the lower bound of the timestamps of all future arrival packets. Each switch aggregates barrier information of all the ingress links to derive the barrier for all the egress links. In this way, barriers propagate in the DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) network along with packet forwarding, and the receiver can deliver the messages with timestamps below the barrier in order. If some hosts or links are temporally idle, we periodically generate hop-by-hop beacon packets carrying barrier information.

Regarding packet losses and failures, 1Pipe provides a best effort service in which lost messages are not retransmitted; and a reliable service in which a message is guaranteed to be delivered if sender and all receivers in the scattering do not fail. When a host or switch fails, reliable 1Pipe ensures restricted failure atomicity: either all or none messages in a scattering are delivered unless a receiver fails permanently or network partitions. Reliable 1Pipe uses a two-phase commit (2PC) approach, where the first phase is end-to-end packet loss recovery, and the second phase aggregates commit barriers through the network. It relies on a highly available network controller to coordinate failure handling, and allows applications to customize failure handling via callbacks. Reliable 1Pipe adds one round-trip time (RTT) compared to best effort 1Pipe. We will show in Sec.2.2 that best effort 1Pipe can achieve replication and read-only distributed atomic operations without the extra RTT of reliable 1Pipe.

We implement three incarnations of 1Pipe on network devices with different programming capabilities: programmable switching chips [4, 45] that can support flexible stateful per-packet processing, switch CPUs, and host CPUs in case that switch vendors do not expose accesses to switch CPUs.

We evaluate 1Pipe in a 32-server cluster with 10 switches and 3-layer fat-tree topology. 1Pipe achieves linearly scalable throughput with 512 processes, achieving 5M messages per second per process (80M msg/s per host). Best effort 1Pipe adds up to 10 μs delay to message delivery, while reliable 1Pipe adds up to 21 μs. 1Pipe has robust performance under packet loss, and can recover from failures in 50–500 μs. 1Pipe only needs 0.3% network bandwidth overhead and a CPU core per switch for periodic beacons.

As case studies, first, 1Pipe scales linearly for a transactional key-value store (KVS) in both uniform and YCSB [26] workload, whose throughput is 90% of a non-transactional system (hardware limit) and outperforms FaRM [34] by 2–20x especially under high contention. The latency of 1Pipe is consistently low. Second, 1Pipe scales linearly in TPC-C [29] benchmark, which outperforms Lock and OCC by 10x. 1Pipe’s performance is resilient to packet loss. Third, by removing fences and enabling replicas to serve reads, 1Pipe improves remote data structure performance to 2–4x. Finally, 1Pipe improves remote data structure performance to 2–4x. Finally, 1Pipe reduces Ceph [96] replication latency by 64%.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are: (1) a novel abstraction 1Pipe that provides causally and totally ordered unicast and scattering with best-effort and reliable semantics; (2) design and implementation of scalable and efficient 1Pipe in DCNs; (3) design and evaluation of 1Pipe applications: transactional KVS, independent transactions, remote data structure, and replication.

This work does not raise any ethical issues.

2 MOTIVATION

2.1 Abstractions of 1Pipe

1Pipe provides a causally and totally ordered communication abstraction in a distributed system with multiple hosts, where each host has multiple processes. Each process has two roles: sender and receiver. Each host maintains a monotonically increasing timestamp, which represents the wall clock and is synchronized among all hosts. A message consists of one or more packets. When a process sends a group of messages (i.e., a scattering) to different destination processes, all packets of the messages are labeled with the same timestamp of the sender host. Unlike multicast, the list of destinations can be different for each scattering, in which messages to different receivers can have different content. The total order property is: each process delivers messages from different processes in non-decreasing timestamp order. The causality property is: when a receiver delivers a message with timestamp T, the timestamp of the host must be higher than T.

Table 1: Programming API of 1Pipe. Vec[<dst, msg>] indicates a scattering of messages that have the same timestamp.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>onepipe_unreliable_send(vec[&lt;dst, msg&gt;])</code></td>
<td>Unreliable send</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>TS, src, msg = onepipe_unreliable_recv()</code></td>
<td>Unreliable recv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>onepipe_send_fail_callback(func(TS, dst, msg))</code></td>
<td>Send fail callback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>TS, src, msg = onepipe_reliable_recv()</code></td>
<td>Reliable recv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>onepipe_proc_fail_callback(func(proc, TS))</code></td>
<td>Proc fail callback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>TS = onepipe_get_timestamp()</code></td>
<td>Get timestamp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>onepipe_init()</code></td>
<td>Initialize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>onepipe_exit()</code></td>
<td>Exit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Table 1 shows, 1Pipe provides two services with different reliability guarantees: first, `onepipe_unreliable_send/recv` is a best effort service where packet loss is possible. 1Pipe guarantees causal and total order properties by buffering messages at the receiver and only delivering them when it receives a barrier timestamp aggregated from the network. So, best effort 1Pipe delivers message in 0.5 RTT plus barrier wait time. Best effort 1Pipe detects lost packets via end-to-end ACK, but does not retransmit them. Modern data centers typically have low network utilization and deploy advanced congestion control mechanisms [10, 48, 61, 75, 101]. Measurements show that intra-pod packet drop rate is on the order of 10^-5 [44]. In RDMA networks with PFC, because congestion loss is eliminated, packet corruption rate should be below 10^-8 according to IEEE 802.3 standard, and links with corruption rate higher than 10^-6 are considered to be faulty [102]. So, data center applications can assume that best effort 1Pipe is almost reliable but should use `onepipe_send_fail_callback` to detect lost packets due to packet corruption or failure of the network or remote process. Loss recovery is up to the application in this case.

Second, `onepipe_reliable_send/recv` is a reliable service which in addition to ordering, guarantees reliability: a message is guaranteed to be delivered if sender process, receiver process and the network do not fail. It retransmits packets in the case of packet losses. In this paper, we only consider crash failures. When a process or network fails, message delivery stalls. 1Pipe removes in-flight messages from or to the failed process. If a message cannot be delivered, the send
failure callback is invoked on the sender. In addition, each process may register a callback function via `onepipe_proc_fail_callback` to get notifications of failed processes. Message delivery is resumed after all non-fail processes finish their callback functions.

Reliable 1Pipe also provides restricted failure atomicity, which means all-or-nothing delivery of a scattering of messages with the exception that if a receiver fails permanently or network partitions after the decision to deliver is made, the receiver can never deliver it. If a receiver recovers from failures, it can deliver or discard messages consistently with the other receivers in the same scattering. In fact, full failure atomicity is impossible in a non-replicated fail-stop model, because a receiver or its network link may fail permanently before delivering $T$ almost simultaneously with another receiver delivering $T$ [38]. Reliable 1Pipe achieves atomicity via two-phase commit and in-network barrier aggregation, so messages delivery needs 1.5 RTTs plus barrier wait time.

In fault tolerant applications, 1Pipe provides a fast path in normal cases, and falls back to the application for customized failure handling. More concretely, an application may use state machine replication to replicate its states, and register `onepipe_proc_fail_callback` which invokes a traditional consensus algorithm [65, 80]. Each message is scattered to all replicas. When failure occurs, message delivery is stalled, and 1Pipe invokes the callbacks in all non-fail processes. Restricted failure atomicity ensures that all correct replicas deliver the same sequence of messages. If the correct replicas reach a quorum, the callbacks return, and message delivery is resumed. Otherwise, there are too many failed replicas, and the application can choose between consistency and availability. It chooses consistency and waits for some replicas to recover, the recovered replicas can deliver the same sequence of messages.

### 2.2 Use Cases of 1Pipe

#### 2.2.1 Total Ordering of Communication Events

Production data centers provide multiple paths between two nodes [8, 43]. Due to different delays of different paths, several categories of ordering hazards [41, 89] may take place (Figure 2).

**Write after write (WAW).** Host $A$ writes data to another host $O$, then sends a notification to host $B$. Send can be considered as a write operation. When $B$ receives the notification, it issues a read to $O$, but may not get the data due to the delay of $A$’s write operation.

**Independent read, independent write (IRIW).** Host $A$ first writes to data $O_1$ and then writes to metadata $O_2$. Concurrently, host $B$ reads metadata $O_2$ and then reads data $O_1$. It is possible that $B$ reads the metadata from $A$ but the data is not updated yet.

**Ordering hazards** affect system performance. To avoid the WAW hazard, $A$ needs to wait for the first write operation to complete (an RTT to $O$, called a fence) before sending to $B$, thus increasing latency. To avoid the IRIW hazard, $A$ needs to wait for write $O_1$ to complete before initiating write $O_2$, and $B$ needs to wait for read $O_2$ to complete before initiating read $O_1$. The fence latency will be amplified when more remote objects need to be accessed in order.

1Pipe can remove both WAW and IRIW hazards due to causality and total ordering. In WAW case, by monotonicity of host timestamp, $A \rightarrow O$ is ordered before $A \rightarrow B$. By causality, $A \rightarrow B$ is ordered before $B \rightarrow O$. Consequently, $A \rightarrow O$ is ordered before $B \rightarrow O$. Therefore, the write operation is processed before the read operation at host $O$, thus avoiding WAW hazard. By removing the fence between $A \rightarrow O$ and $A \rightarrow B$, 1Pipe reduces the end-to-end latency from 2.5 RTTs to 1.5 RTTs, in the absence of packet losses.

If an application needs to process many WAW tasks in sequence, the power of 1Pipe is amplified. Using the traditional method, the application needs 1 RTT of idle waiting during each WAW task, so, the throughput is bounded by 1/RTT. In contrast, using 1Pipe, the application can send dependent messages in a pipeline.

The argument above neglects possible packet losses. In best effort 1Pipe, there is a small possibility that message $A \rightarrow O$ is lost in flight, so every object needs to maintain a version, and $B$ needs to check the version of $O$. If it does not match the version in the notification message from $A$, then $B$ needs to wait for $A$ to retransmit $O$ and re-notify $B$. $A$ registers send failure callback and performs rollback recovery when $A$ is notified of a send failure.

If we use reliable 1Pipe, objects no longer need versioning, but the end-to-end latency increases from 2.5 to 3.5 RTTs. However, $A$ can still send messages in a pipeline, and have much higher throughput than the traditional way. In addition, reliable 1Pipe can preserve causality in failure cases [16]: if $A$ fails to write to $O$, message $A \rightarrow B$ will not be delivered, similar to Isis [19].

Similarly, 1Pipe removes IRIW hazard and improves minimum end-to-end latency from 3 RTTs to 1 RTT by eliminating two fences. The minimum latency is achieved when $A$ and $B$ initiate read and write simultaneously.

1Pipe’s power to remove ordering hazards comes from its ability to totally order communication events. This power is also a perfect match with total store ordering (TSO) memory model [89] in a distributed shared memory (DSM) system. In TSO, each processor observes a consistent ordering of writes from all other cores. In other words, processors must not observe WAW and IRIW hazards.

Compared to weaker memory models, TSO reduces synchronization in concurrent programming [77, 93], thereby simplifying programming and reducing fence overheads.

#### 2.2.2 1-RTT Replication

Replication is essential for fault tolerance. Traditional multi-client replication requires 2 RTTs because client requests must be serialized (e.g., sent to a primary) before sending to replicas [81]. With 1Pipe, we can achieve 1-RTT replication without making assumptions on log content, because the network serializes messages. A client can directly send a log message to all replicas with a scattering, and each replica orders logs according to the timestamp (ties are broken by the client ID). Because reliable 1Pipe has an extra RTT, we use unreliable 1Pipe, and handle packet losses and failures in a more clever way. First, to
ensure ordered delivery of logs between each pair of client and replica, they maintain a sequence number. The replica rejects messages with non-consecutive sequence numbers. Second, to detect inconsistent logs due to packet losses, each replica maintains a checksum of all previous log messages from all clients. When a replica receives a message, it adds the message timestamp to the checksum, and returns the checksum to the client. The response message does not need to be ordered by 1Pipe. If a client sees all checksums are equal from the responses, the logs of replicas are consistent at least until the client’s log message, and the client knows that the replication succeeds. Otherwise, there must be lost messages to some replica or failure of a client or a replica. In the case of packet loss, the client simply retransmits the messages since the first rejected one. In the case of suspected replica failure, the client notifies all replicas (or a cluster manager) to initiate a failure recovery protocol, which uses a traditional consensus protocol to remove inconsistent log entries and make checksums match. When there is no packet loss and failure, replication only needs 1 RTT.

Similar to replication, 1Pipe can achieve state machine replication (SMR) [63] or virtual synchrony [17]. In an SMR-based distributed system, each message is broadcast to all processes, and each process uses the same sequence of input messages. SMR can solve arbitrary synchronization problems [63]. An example is mutual exclusion that requires the resource to be granted in the order that the request is made [63]. With reliable 1Pipe, using SMR to implement the lock manager can solve the mutual exclusion problem.

2.2.3 Distributed Atomic Operation (DAO). A DAO is a transaction that atomically reads or updates objects in multiple hosts. DAO is widely used in transactional key-value store [32], caches in web services, distributed in-memory computing, and index cache of distributed storage. Traditionally, a DAO needs 3 RTTs: (1) lock the objects; (2) if all locks succeed, send operations to the participants; (3) unlock the objects. Using reliable 1Pipe, a DAO is simply a scattering with the same timestamp from the initiator. Each recipient processes messages from all DAOs in timestamp order. So, the DAOs are serializable. If a recipient or the network permanently fails, atomicity violation is not observable because the objects cannot be accessed by any subsequent operations.

As an optimization, we can use unreliable 1Pipe for read-only DAOs because if it fails due to packet losses, the initiator can retry it. In terms of SNOW [72] and NOCS [73] theorems, 1Pipe provides 1-RTT read-only DAOs with strict serializability, no storage overhead and close-to-optimal throughput, but at the expense of blocking operations until receiving the barrier timestamp.

2.2.4 Other Scenarios. In general transactions with Opacity [90], to obtain read and write timestamps, a transaction needs to query a non-scalable centralized sequencer [35, 57] or wait for clock uncertainty (e.g., Spanner [27] waits \(\sim 10ms\) and FaRMv2 [90] waits \(\sim 20\mu s\)). 1Pipe can use local time as transaction timestamps directly without waiting because lock messages of previous transactions must be delivered to shards before data accesses of the current transaction.

1Pipe timestamp is also a global synchronization point. For example, to take a consistent distributed snapshot [24], the initiator broadcasts a message with timestamp \(T\) to all processes, which
4 BEST EFFORT 1Pipe

Best effort 1Pipe provides total order, causal, and FIFO message delivery, but does not retransmit lost packets and does not provide atomicity. A naive approach to realize this is ordering all messages with a centralized sequencer, which would be a bottleneck. Instead, we introduce the concept of barrier timestamps, and drop all out-of-order messages. However, since messages whose timestamps are smaller than $T$ must be sure that it has received and delivered all timestamps of all future arrival packets from link $L$, it indicates that the message timestamp of future arrival packets from link $L$ will be larger than $B$.

To derive barriers, the sender initializes both fields of all the packets in a message with the non-decreasing message timestamp. The switch maintains a register $R_i$ for each input link $i \in J$, where $J$ is the set of all input links. After forwarding a packet with barrier timestamp $B$ from input link $i$ to output link $o$, the switch performs two updates. First, it updates register $R_i := B$. Second, it modifies the barrier timestamp of the packet to $B_{new}$ as follows:

$$B_{new} := \min\{R_i | i \in J\} \tag{4.1}$$

Using (4.1), each switch independently derives the barrier timestamp based on input links. As shown in Figure 5, barrier timestamps are aggregated hierarchically through layers of switches hop-by-hop, and finally the receiver gets the barrier of all reachable hosts and links in the network. This algorithm maintains the property of barrier timestamps, given the FIFO property of each network link.

When the receiver receives a packet with barrier timestamp $B$, it first buffers the packet in a priority queue that sorts packets based on the message timestamp. The receiver knows that the message timestamp of all future arrival packets will be larger than $B$. Hence, it delivers all buffered packets with the message timestamp below $B$ to the application for processing. If a process receives a message with timestamp above $B$, it is dropped, and a NAK message is returned to the sender. So, if a link or switch is not strictly FIFO, out-of-order messages will not violate correctness. Notice that barrier
aggregation only relies on hop-by-hop FIFO links instead of a FIFO end-to-end transport. Therefore, 1Pipe can work with a variety of multi-path routing schemes [9, 21, 33, 47, 58, 95, 100].

Causality. To preserve causal order in the Lamport logical clock sense [63], the local clock time should be higher than delivered timestamps. This is implied by timestamp aggregation because each process has both sender $S$ and receiver $R$ roles, and a barrier $T$ received by $R$ is aggregated from all senders including $S$. Because the local clock is monotonic, $S$’s timestamp is higher than $T$ when $R$ receives barrier $T$.

4.2 Beacons on Idle Links

As shown before, at each hop, the per-packet barrier timestamp is updated to the minimum barrier timestamp value of all possible input links. As a result, an idle link stalls the barrier timestamp, thus throttling the whole system. To avoid idle links, we send beacons periodically on every link.

What is a beacon? Unlike the message packet, the beacon packet only carries the barrier timestamp field and has no payload data.

How to send beacons? We send beacon packets on a per-idle-link basis. Beacon packets can be sent by both hosts and switches, but the destination must be its one-hop neighbors. This hop-by-hop property ensures that the beacon overhead is unrelated to network scale. For a beacon generated by the host, the barrier timestamp is the host clock time. For a beacon generated by the switch, the barrier timestamp is initialized according to (4.1).

When to send beacons? We introduce a beacon interval $T_{beacon}$. When a host or a switch output link does not observe any message packet for $T_{beacon}$ time, it generates a beacon packet. We should choose a suitable $T_{beacon}$ to balance bandwidth overhead and system delay. The beacons are sent at synchronized times on different hosts, so that when network delays are identical, a switch receives beacons almost simultaneously. If beacons were sent on random times, the switch must wait for the last beacon to come, which increases expected delay of a message by nearly one beacon interval.

With synchronized beacons, the expected delay overhead is only half of the beacon interval.

Handling failures. When a host, link, or switch fails, the barrier timestamp of its neighbors stop increasing. In order to detect failures, each switch has a timeout timer per input link. If no beacon or data packet is received for a timeout, e.g., 10 beacon intervals, the input link is considered to be dead and removed from the input link list. After removal of the failed link, the barrier timestamp resumes increasing. This failure handling mechanism is decentralized.

Addition of new hosts and links. For a new host, it synchronizes clock with the time master. When a link is added between a host and switch or between two switches, because the switch must maintain monotonicity of its $b_{new}$, it suspends updates to $b_{new}$ until the barrier received from the new link is greater than $b_{new}$.

5 RELIABLE 1PIPE

Now, we present the design of reliable 1Pipe that can handle packet loss and failure.

5.1 Handling Packet Loss

When a receiver delivers a message with timestamp $T$, it must make sure that all messages below $T$ are delivered. So, if a receiver is unaware of packet loss, it cannot reliably deliver messages according to the barrier timestamp. Even if the switch is capable to detect lost packets, there is still a problem. For example, host $A$ sends to $B$, then sends to $C$ via a different path. Three events happen according to the following order: $A \rightarrow B$ is lost; $A \rightarrow C$ arrives; $A$ crashes. In this case, $A \rightarrow C$ is delivered, while $A \rightarrow B$ cannot be recovered. The failure to deliver $A \rightarrow B$ and the delivery of $A \rightarrow C$ violate reliable ordering property.

Our key idea to handle packet losses is a Two Phase Commit (2PC) approach:

- **Prepare phase**: The sender puts messages into a send buffer, and transmits them with timestamps. Switches along the path do NOT aggregate timestamp barriers for data packets. The receiver stores messages in a receive buffer, and replies with ACKs. The sender uses ACKs to detect and recover packet losses.

- **Commit phase**: When a sender collects all the ACKs for data packets with timestamps below or equal to $T$, it sends a commit message that carries commit barrier $T$. The commit message is sent to the neighbor switch rather than the receivers, as the red arrow in Figure 6 shows. Each switch aggregates the minimum commit barriers on input links, and produce commit barriers that propagate to output links. This timestamp aggregation procedure is exactly the same as Sec.4.1. A receiver delivers messages below or equal to $T$ in the receive buffer when it receives a commit barrier $T$. Similar to best effort 1Pipe, commit messages also need periodic beacons on idle links.

5.2 Handling Failure

Like in Sec. 4.2, crash failure of a component is detected by its neighbors using timeout. However, a failed component cannot be simply removed, because otherwise, the in-flight messages sent by the failed component cannot be consistently delivered or discarded.

To achieve restricted failure atomicity in Sec.2.1, we use the network controller in data centers to detect failures via beacon timeout. The controller itself is replicated using Paxos [65] or Raft [80], so, it is highly available, and only one controller is active at any time.
The controller needs to determine which processes fail and when they fail. The former question is easier to answer. A process that disconnects from the controller in a routing graph is regarded as failed. For example, if a host fails, all processes on it are considered as failed. If a Top-of-Rack (ToR) switch fails, and hosts in the rack are only connected to one switch, then all processes in the rack fail.

The latter question, when processes fail, is harder to answer. The challenge is that we cannot reliably determine the last committed and last delivered timestamp of a process. Because there is a propagation delay from committing a timestamp to delivering the timestamp to receivers, it is possible to find a timestamp \( T \) committed by a failed process \( P \) but not propagated to any receiver, so that all receivers have received messages from \( P \) before \( T \) in the receive buffer (and hence can deliver them), but no messages after \( T \) have been delivered, so they can be discarded. Failure timestamp of \( P \) is defined as such, which is computed as the maximum last commit timestamp reported by all neighbors of \( P \). If multiple failures occur simultaneously, we try to find a set of correct nodes in a routing graph that separates failed nodes and all correct receivers. If such a set cannot be found due to network partition, then we use a greedy algorithm to find a set to separate as many receivers as possible. The non-separable receivers sacrifice atomicity because some messages after \( T \) may have been delivered.

The procedure to handle failure is as follows and shown in Figure 7: (see Appendix for correctness analysis)

- **Detect**: The neighbors of failed components notifies controller along with its last commit timestamp \( T \).
- **Determine**: Controller determines failed processes and their failure timestamps according to the routing graph.
- **Broadcast**: Controller broadcasts the failed processes \( P \) and its failure timestamp \( T \) to all correct processes.
- **Discard**: Each correct process discards messages sent from \( P \) with timestamp higher than \( T \) in the receive buffer.
- **Recall**: Each correct process discards messages sent to \( P \) in send buffer, which are waiting for ACK from \( P \). If a discarded message is in a scattering, according to failure atomicity, the scattering needs to be aborted, i.e., messages to other receivers in the same scattering need to be recalled. The sender sends a recall message to such receivers, then each of the receivers discards the messages in the receive buffer and responds ACK to the sender.
  The sender completes Recall after collecting the ACKs.
- **Callback**: Each correct process executes the process failure callback registered in Table 1, which enables applications to customize failure handling. Then, it responds controller with a completion message.
- **Resume**: Controller collects completions from all correct processes, and then notifies network components to remove input link from the failed component, thereby resuming barrier propagation.

**Controller Forwarding.** If a network failure affects connectivity between \( S \) and \( R \), the Commit phase in 2PC and the Recall step in failure handling may stall because \( S \) repeatedly retransmits a message but cannot receive ACK from \( R \). In this case, \( S \) asks controller to forward the message to \( R \), and waits for ACK from the controller. If controller also cannot deliver the message, \( R \) will be announced as failed, and the undeliverable recall message is recorded. If controller receives ACK of a recall message but cannot forward it to \( S \), \( S \) will be announced as failed. In summary, if a process does not respond controller within timeout, it is considered as failed.

**Receiver Recovery.** If a process recovers from failure, e.g., the network link or switch recovers, the process needs to consistently deliver or discard messages in the receive buffer. The controller notifies process of its own failure. Then, the process contacts controller to get host failure notifications since its failure and undeliverable recall messages. After delivering buffered messages, the recovered process needs to join 1Pipe as a new process. This is because if a process can fail and recover multiple times, the controller would need to record all failure and recovery timestamps, adding complexity.

**Limitations.** If a process fails permanently, the last timestamp it has delivered cannot be known exactly, so, 1Pipe only ensures all correct receivers and recovered receivers deliver messages consistently. In addition, when network partition occurs, separated receivers may deliver messages after failure timestamp. 1Pipe relies on the application to coordinate such failures.

## 6 Implementation

### 6.1 Processing on End Hosts

We implement an 1Pipe library, *lib1pipe*, at the end host. The library is built on top of RDMA verbs API. 1Pipe obtains timestamp from CPU cycle counter and assigns it to messages in software. Because RDMA RC buffers messages in different QPs, we cannot ensure timestamp monotonicity on the NIC-to-ToR link. Ideally, we would like to use a SmartNIC and attach timestamps to packets when they egress to the port. However, because we only have access to standard RDMA NICs, we use RDMA UD instead. Each 1Pipe message is fragmented into one or more UD packets.

1Pipe implements end-to-end flow and congestion control in software. When a destination process is first accessed, it establishes a connection with the source process and provisions a receive buffer for it, whose size is the receive window. A packet sequence number (PSN) is used for loss detection and defragmentation. Congestion control follows DCTCP [10] where ECN mark is in the UD header. When a scattering is sent by the application, it is stored in a send buffer. If the send buffer is full, the send API returns fail. Each destination maintains a send window, which is the minimum of the receive and congestion windows. When all messages of a scattering in send buffer are within the send window for the corresponding destination, they are attached with the current timestamp and sent out. This means that when some destinations or network paths of a scattering are congested, it is held back in the send buffer rather than slowing down the entire network. To avoid live-locks, a scattering acquires "credits" from the send windows. If the send window for a destination is insufficient, the scattering is held in a wait queue without releasing credits. This makes sure that large scatterings can eventually be sent, at the cost of wasting credits that could be used to send other scatterings out-of-order. Beacon packets are sent to the ToR switch, and they are not blocked by flow control.

A UD packet in 1Pipe adds 24 bytes of headers: 3 timestamps including message, best-effort barrier, and commit barrier; PSN;
an opcode and a flag that marks end of message. A timestamp is a 48-bit integer, indicating the number of nanoseconds passed on the host. We use PAWS [50] to handle the timestamp wrap around.

When lib1pipe initializes, it registers to the controller and spawns a polling thread to: (1) generate periodic beacon packets; (2) poll RDMA completion queues and process received packets, including generating end-to-end ACKs and retransmitting lost packets; (3) reorder messages in the receive buffer and deliver them to application threads. lib1pipe uses polling rather than interrupt because RDMA RTT is only 1 ~ 2μs, while interrupt would add ~ 10μs of delay [97].

Processes within a host are exposed directly to the Top-of-Rack (ToR) switch(es), and the ToR aggregates timestamps of all processes in the rack. In future work, the software process of lib1pipe may be offloaded to a programmable NIC [37, 59], which assigns timestamps to messages on egress pipeline.

The controller is a replicated service that stores routing graph, process information, failure notifications, and undeliverable recall messages in etcd [5]. In a large network, future work can distribute the controller to a cluster, each of which serves a portion of the network.

6.2 In-Network Processing

We implement in-network processing at three types of the network switches with different programming capabilities.

6.2.1 Programmable Switching Chip. We implement the in-network processing using P4 [20] and compile it to Tofino [45]. Because a Tofino switch has 4 pipelines, it is regarded as 4 ingress and 4 egress switches connected via 16 all-to-all links. Each of the 8 "switches" derives barriers independently. 1Pipe needs 2 state registers per input link, storing the two barriers for best effort and reliable 1Pipe, respectively. For each packet, barrier register of the input link is updated in the first stateful pipeline stage of the switch. Because each stage can only compute the minimum of two barriers, the switch uses a binary tree of registers with $O(\log N)$ pipeline stages to compute the minimum link barrier $B_{new}$, where $N$ is the number of ports. For a typical 32 port switch, it would cost 5 stages out of the 16 ingress stages. At the final pipeline stage, the barrier field in packet is updated to $B_{new}$. The control plane software routinely checks link barriers and reports failure if a link barrier significantly lags behind. The expected delay of best effort 1Pipe is (base delay + clock skew) when links are fully utilized, or (base delay + beacon interval/2 + clock skew) when most links are idle.

6.2.2 Switch CPU. For a switch without a programmable switching chip, e.g., Arista 7060 which uses Broadcom Tomahawk chip, we implement in-network processing on the switch CPU. Although commodity switches cannot process packets in data plane, they have a CPU to process control-plane packets, analogous to directly connecting a server to a port of the switch. Compared to server CPUs and NICs, the switch CPU is typically less powerful (e.g., 4 cores at 1 GHz) and has lower bandwidth (e.g., 1 Gbps). Because the switch CPU cannot process every packet, data packets are forwarded by the switching chip directly. The CPU sends beacons periodically on each output link, regardless of whether the link is idle or busy. Received barriers in beacons are stored in registers per input link. A thread on the CPU periodically computes the minimum of link barriers and broadcasts new beacons to all output links. Computing the minimum barrier takes hundreds of cycles, which is not a bottleneck compared to the cost of broadcast. Because data and beacon packets are FIFO in switch queues and on network links, the barrier property is preserved. On receivers, buffered data packets are delivered to the application according to barriers in beacon packets. Compared with the programmable chip, switch CPU has higher latency due to CPU processing. So, the expected delay is base delay + (switch CPU processing delay × number of hops + beacon interval/2 + clock skew).

6.2.3 Delegate Switch Processing to a Host. If the switch vendor does not expose access interfaces to switch CPUs, we can offload the beacon processing to end hosts. We designate an end-host representative for each network switch. The challenge is that best effort 1Pipe requires the barrier timestamp to be the lower bound of future message timestamps on a network link $L$. So, beacons with barrier timestamps on $L$ must pass through $L$. That is, for two directly connected switches $S_1$, $S_2$ and their representatives $H_1$, $H_2$, beacon packets from $H_1$ to $H_2$ need to go through the link $S_1 \rightarrow S_2$. If the routing path between two representatives does not go through $S_1 \rightarrow S_2$, beacon packets needs to detour: they are sent with three layers of IP headers: $H_1 \rightarrow S_1 \rightarrow S_2$, and $S_2 \rightarrow H_2$. We install tunnel termination rules in each network switch to de-capsulate one layer of IP header, so the beacon packet will traverse through $H_1 \rightarrow S_1 \rightarrow S_2 \rightarrow H_2$.

Beacon packets use one-sided RDMA write to update barriers on representative host. Similar to Sec.6.2.2, minimum barriers are periodically computed and broadcast to downstream representatives. The expected delay is base delay + (RTT between switch and host + host processing delay) × number of hops + beacon interval/2 + clock skew). Because CPUs on end hosts may have shorter processing delay (via RDMA) than switch CPU (via OS IP stack), host delegation may have shorter overall delay. This is why we use host delegation for evaluations in Sec.7.

7 EVALUATION

7.1 Methodology

Our testbed has 10 Arista 7060CX-32S 100G switches [1] and 32 servers, forming a 3-layer fat-tree topology (4 ToR, 4 Spine, and 2 Core) similar to Figure 3. The network has no oversubscription because our traffic pattern is all-to-all. Each server has 2 Xeon E5-2650 v2 CPUs and a Mellanox ConnectX-4 NIC running RoCEv2 [12]. We dedicate a CPU core as representative of each switch and NIC to process beacons (Sec.6.2.3). The host representative is directly connected to the switch, so beacon packets do not need to detour. For microbenchmarks in Sec.7.2, we use Tofino [45] switches in place of Arista switches. In small-scale experiments (1~32 processes), each process runs on a distinct server. Each process uses a pair of threads for sending and receiving, respectively. With less or equal to 8 servers, they collocate in one rack. With 16 servers, they are in two racks in a row. For experiments with 64~512 processes, each server hosts the same number of processes. Clocks are synchronized via PTP [28] every 125 ms, achieving an average clock skew
of 0.3 μs (1.0 μs at 95% percentile), which agrees with Mellanox’s whitepaper [6]. We choose beacon interval to be 3 μs.

7.2 Microbenchmarks

**Scalability.** 1Pipe can achieve total order broadcast. Figure 8a compares the scalability of 1Pipe with other total order broadcast approaches using token [86], Lamport timestamp [63], and centralized sequencer at host NIC [57] or programmable switch [51]. We test an all-to-all traffic pattern where each process broadcasts 64-byte messages to all processes. 1Pipe scales linearly to 512 processes, achieving 5M messages per second per process (i.e., 80M msg/s per host). The throughput of 1Pipe is limited by CPU processing and RDMA messaging rate. Reliable 1Pipe (1Pipe/R) has 25% lower throughput than best effort 1Pipe (1Pipe/BE) due to 2PC overhead. Programmable chip and host representative (not shown) deliver the same high throughput because 1Pipe decouples message forwarding from barrier propagation.

In contrast, the sequencer is a central bottleneck and introduces extra network delays to detox packets (Figure 8b). The latency soars when throughput of sequencer saturates and congestion appears. Token has low throughput because only one process may send at any time. We apply a common optimization to Lamport timestamp [63] which exchanges received timestamps per interval rather than per message. It has a trade-off between latency and throughput, e.g., for 512 processes, even if 50% throughput is used for timestamp exchange, broadcasting the messages takes 200 μs.

**Message delivery latency.** Figure 9a shows the message delivery latency of 1Pipe when the system is idle and thus has zero queuing delay. 1Pipe/BE with programmable chip delivers the lowest latency overhead compared to the unordered baseline. The average overhead (1.7~2.3μs) is almost constant with different number of the network layers and processes, which is half of the beacon interval plus average clock skew. The tail latency overhead (1.7~3.3μs) is half of the beacon interval plus maximum clock skew. End host representatives introduce extra forwarding delay from the switch to the end host, which is ~2μs and contributes 10μs for the 5-hop topology. In our testbed, ≤8, 16, and ≥32 processes have 1, 3, and 5 network hops, respectively. Reliable 1Pipe adds an RTT (2~10μs) to best effort 1Pipe due to Prepare phase in 2PC. The RTT and host forwarding delay are proportional to network hop count.

As Sec.2.1 discussed, packet loss rate of links are typically lower than 10^-6, but faulty links may have loss rates above 10^-6. In Figure 9b, we simulate random message drop in lib1pipe receiver to evaluate how packet loss affects latency in the testbed with 512 processes. When loss rate is higher than 10^-5, latency of 1Pipe starts to grow. In both BE- and R-1Pipe, a lost beacon packet on any link will stall delivery of barrier until the next beacon, and all receivers need to wait for the worst link. In R-1Pipe, a lost message in prepare phase will trigger retransmission, which will stall the network for an RTT (and possibly multiple RTTs if retransmissions are lost). So, R-1Pipe is more sensitive to packet loss. Packet loss has little impact on throughput because 1Pipe can transfer new messages while retransmitting lost packets.

Besides packet loss, queuing delay caused by background traffic can also increase 1Pipe latency. As Figure 10a shows, with 10 background TCP flows per host, the latency inflation of BE-1Pipe and R-1Pipe are 30 and 50 μs, respectively. A higher oversubscription ratio would also increase latency due to increased buffering at the core of the network. In Figure 10b, we increase oversubscription ratio of the network, and the delay increases due to congestion and
PFC pauses in core network. We believe more advanced congestion control mechanisms [11, 39, 70, 76, 83] can mitigate this problem.

Messages much larger than MTU will stall other messages, e.g., an 1 MB message will increase 80 µs latency of other messages.

Failure recovery. Failure detection in 1Pipe is typically faster than heartbeat timeout in most applications, because the beacon interval in 1Pipe is very low. Figure 10 depicts failure recovery time, which measures the average time of barrier timestamp stall for correct processes. In our testbed, a failure is detected if beacon is not received for 10 beacon intervals (30 µs). In addition to failure detection time, the recovery procedure in Sec.5 requires 6 network diameters plus the time to transmit and process messages. Core link and switch failures do not affect connectivity, so, only the controller needs to be involved, and no process is considered to be failed. Host, NIC, host link, and ToR switch failures cause failures processes to disconnect from the system, so, the recovery takes longer because each correct process needs to discard messages from or to them. There is a significant jump for ToR switch because all processes in the rack fail, leading to more failure recovery messages.

CPU overhead. The CPU overhead of 1Pipe has two parts: reordering at receivers and beacon processing at switches. The message delivery throughput degrades slightly with more messages to reorder. As Figure 11 shows, the maximal send and receive buffer size increases linearly with latency, but only takes a few megabytes on a 100 Gbps link.

Figure 13a shows the number of cores required for beacon processing of a 32-port switch. A host CPU core can sustain 3 µs beacon interval of the switch, which is our testbed setting. If switch CPUs are used instead, the raw packet processing capacity of a switch CPU is roughly 1/3 of a host CPU core. If we can bypass the kernel network stack and process packets efficiently at Arista switches, a single switch CPU core can sustain 10 µs beacon interval.

Network overhead. As Figure 13b shows, with high link bandwidth and a reasonable beacon interval (e.g., 3 µs), beacon traffic is a tiny portion (e.g., 0.3%) of link bandwidth. Because beacons are hop-by-hop, the overhead is determined by beacon interval and does not increase with system scale.

Scalability to larger networks. On the latency perspective, the base and beacon processing delays are proportional to the number of hops in the network, which is typically logarithm to the number of hosts [8, 43]. The clock skew increases due to higher latency between clock master and hosts, and higher probability of bad clocks with high drift rates [69]. We did not analyze the clock skew quantitatively yet. For reliable 1Pipe, the expected number of packet losses in an RTT is proportional to the number of hosts times the number of hops. For 32K hosts, if all links are healthy (with loss rate $10^{-8}$), the latency increases by $0 \sim 3\mu s$ compared to loss-free; if all links are sub-healthy (with loss rate $10^{-10}$), the latency increases by $3 \sim 17\mu s$. On the throughput perspective, the beacon overhead is unrelated to network scale, while the hosts would use larger memory and more CPU cycles to reorder the messages. The memory size is BDP (Bandwidth-Delay Product), and the reordering time is logarithm to BDP.

The major scalability challenge is failure handling. Failure of any component will stall the entire network. In best effort 1Pipe, failure handling is localized because the fault component is removed by the neighborhood in a 30 µs-like timeout, so the remaining parts of the network experience a delivery latency inflation. Although this inflated latency is fixed, the frequency of occurrence is proportional to network scale. In reliable 1Pipe, failure handling is coordinated by a centralized controller, which needs to contact all processes in the system, so, the failure recovery delay increases proportionally with system scale, which is $3 \sim 15 \mu s$ per host.

7.3 Applications

7.3.1 Transactional Key-Value Store. We evaluate a distributed transactional key-value store where each server process stores a portion of KVs in memory using C++ std::unordered_map without replication. A transaction (TXN) is composed of multiple independent KV read or write operations. TXN initiators dispatch KV operations to server processes by hash of key. Read-only (RO) TXNs are served by best effort 1Pipe, while read-write (WR) and write-only (WO) TXNs use reliable 1Pipe. For comparison, we implement non-replicated and non-durable FaRM [34] which serves RO TXNs in 1 RTT by reading the KVs and checking lock and version. WR and WO TXNs in FaRM use OCC [62] and two-phase commit. As a theoretical performance upper bound, we also compare with a non-transactional system.

Each TXN has 2 KV ops by default, where read and write are randomly chosen for each op. Keys are 64-bit integers generated either uniformly random or by Zipf distribution in YCSB [26]. YCSB has hot keys. The value size is randomly generated according to Facebook’s ETC workload [13]. We record average TXN latency at 95% of peak throughput.

In Figure 14a, 50% of TXNs are read-only. In both uniform and YCSB distribution, 1Pipe delivers scalable throughput (per-process throughput does not degrade), which is 90% of a non-transactional key-value store (NonTX). As number of processes increase, YCSB scales not as linearly as uniform, because contention on hot keys lead to load imbalance of different servers. With 512 processes,
YCSB has 70% throughput of uniform both for 1Pipe and NonTX. In uniform workload that is free of contention, FaRM delivers 50% throughput of 1Pipe because WR and WO TXNs need 3 or 4 RTTs. In YCSB workload, FaRM does not scale because it locks keys for 2 RTTs during WO/WR TXN commit, and the hot keys block all conflicting TXNs. In contrast, 1Pipe does not lock keys. Each server processes TXNs on the same key in order.

In Figure 14b, we adjust the percentage of write ops and measure latency of RO, WO, and WR TXNs with 512 processes. The latency of 1Pipe is almost constant because servers process read and write ops on the same key in order. WO and WR use reliable 1Pipe, which is slower than RO that uses best effort 1Pipe. For pure RO workload, FaRM has lower latency than 1Pipe because it completes in 1 RTT and does not wait for network-wide reorder. Non-contended FaRM WO and WR consumes 3 and 4 RTTs, respectively, which is slightly worse than 1Pipe. However, with high write percentage, FaRM latency skyrocket due to lock contention on hot keys and TXN aborts due to inconsistent read version.

In Figure 14c, we alter the number of keys per TXN, and measure total KV op/s with 512 processes. 95% of TXNs are read-only. 1Pipe and NonTX are agnostic of TXN size because their throughputs are only bounded by CPU processing and network messaging rate. With a low write percentage (5%), FaRM/YCSB delivers 40% throughput of 1Pipe with 2 KV ops per TXN, but the performance plummets with larger TXN size, because TXN abort rate increases with the number of keys in a TXN.

7.3.2 Independent General Transactions. Now we extend Distributed Atomic Operations (DAO, Sec.2.2.3) to two important classes of distributed transactions: read-only snapshot transactions [27] and independent transactions [51] (or called one-shot transactions [56]) that involve multiple hosts but the input of each host does not depend on the output of other hosts. The two most frequent transactions in TPC-C benchmark (New-Order and Payment) [29] are independent transactions. The major difference between DAO and independent transactions is that the latter often requires replication to ensure durability and fault tolerance. The TXN initiator utilizes the method of Eris [51], which scatters operations to all replicas of all shards in one reliable scattering. So, each TXN can finish in one round-trip (actually two RTTs due to Prepare phase). If a host fails, the other replicas of the same shard reach quorum via traditional consensus.

We benchmark New-Order and Payment TXNs in TPC-C [29], which constitute 90% of TPC-C workload. For simplicity, we do not implement non-independent TXNs in TPC-C, which should fall back to traditional concurrency control mechanisms. We use 4 warehouses which are stored in-memory with 3 replicas. Concurrency control and replication are implemented with a scattering of commands sent to all shards and replicas, similar to Eris [51] but replaces its central sequencer with timestamps. We assume TXNs never abort. As shown in Figure 15a, two-phase locking (2PL) and OCC do not scale, because each Payment TXN updates its corresponding warehouse entry and each New-Order reads it [98], leading to 4 hot entries. The throughput of OCC and 2PL reaches peak at 256 and 64 processes, respectively. With more processes, the throughput becomes lower [79]. In contrast, 1Pipe scales linearly with number of processes. With 512 processes, 1Pipe achieves 10.35M TXNs per second, which is 71% of a non-transactional baseline system, 10x of lock and 17x of OCC.

Figure 15b shows TXN throughput under different simulated packet loss rates. We fix process number to be 64. With 1Pipe, although packet loss affects TXN latency (not measured in TPC-C, but should be similar to Figure 9b), the impact on throughput is insignificant. However, in 2PL and OCC commit, a locked object cannot be released until the TXN completes, so, TXN throughput under contention is inversely proportional to TXN latency. TXN latency increases with packet loss rate because replicas wait for the last retransmitted packet to maintain sequential log ordering.

Finally, we evaluate failure recovery of replicas by disconnecting the physical link of a host. 1Pipe detects failure and removes the replica in \(181 \pm 21 \mu s\). The affected TXNs are aborted and retried, with an average delay of \(308 \pm 122 \mu s\). It is much faster than using application heartbeats to detect failures, which takes milliseconds. After the link reconnects, the replica synchronizes log from other replicas in 25 ms.

7.3.3 Remote Data Structures. 1Pipe can remove ordering hazards in remote data structure access (Sec.2.2.1). We implement a distributed concurrent hash table that uses a linked list to store key-value pairs (KVs) in the same hash bucket. The hash table is sharded on 16 servers. Different from Sec.7.3.1 where servers process KV ops, in this section, clients access the remote hash table using RDMA one-sided read, write, and CAS. The baseline system uses leader-follower replication. The workload has 16 parallel clients and uniform keys.

As Figure 16 shows, without replication, 1Pipe improves per-client KV insertion throughput to 1.9x because 1Pipe removes the fence between writing KV pair and updating the pointer in hash.
bucket. KV lookup throughput reduces by 10%, due to additional reordering delay. If the hash table is replicated traditionally, a write operation is sent to the leader, which involves CPU software to replicate to followers. With 3 replicas, 1Pipe improves KV insertion throughput to 3.4x. In 1Pipe, all KV operations are ordered by timestamp, so all replicas can serve lookup requests, and the throughput scales with number of replicas. In contrast, with leader-follower replication, to maintain serializability of lookups and updates, only the leader can serve lookups.

7.3.4 Replication in Distributed Storage. We apply 1Pipe to a distributed storage system, Ceph [96]. Ceph OSD uses a primary-backup replication scheme, where the backups are also written sequentially. With 3 replicas, a client waits for 3 disk writes and network messages (3 RTTs) in sequence. Because 1Pipe supports 1-RTT replication in non-failure cases (Sec. 2.2.2), the client can write 3 replicas in parallel, thus the end-to-end write latency is reduced to 1 disk write and 1 RTT. Experiment shows that in an idle system with Intel DC S3700 SSDs, the latency of 4KB random write reduces from 160 ± 54μs to 58 ± 28μs (64% reduction).

8 RELATED WORK
Causal and totally ordered communication (CATOCS). Critics [25] and proponents [16, 94] of CATOCS have long discussed the pros and cons of such a primitive. 1Pipe provides a scattering primitive with restricted atomicity, and achieves scalability with in-network computation that incurs little overhead, thus removing two criticisms (can’t say together and efficiency). Scattering also enables atomic access to a portion (rather than all) of shards. Although 1Pipe is not a panacea for ordering problems, e.g., it is not sufficient to support serializable general transactions, it shows effectiveness in applications in Sec. 7.3.

There has been extensive research on total order broadcast [31]. One line of work leverages logically centralized coordination, e.g., centralized sequencers [18, 51, 54] or a token passed among senders or receivers [36, 60, 78, 86]. As a result, it is challenging to scale the system. Another line of work buffers messages at receivers and builds a causality graph at receivers [63, 84], merges streams deterministically or achieves agreement among receivers [17, 23, 53, 82]. This causes extra delay and network bandwidth overhead. A third line of work assumes a synchronous network [64], but lossy links and bad clocks with high skew violate correctness. In 1Pipe, such components will slow down the whole system but correctness is preserved. In 1Pipe, such components should be detected, and affected hosts can use healthy nodes as proxy, where timestamps are assigned at the proxy.

A fourth line of work, tree-based algorithms, addresses the trade-off between efficiency and scalability [87]. At each non-leaf node, multiple ordered streams of packets are merged into one ordered stream, called deterministic merge [7, 46]. This usage of timestamp and ordering is similar to 1Pipe while applied to other fields such as network switches [49], multi-core processors [55], and sensor networks [22]. However, it is not practical to implement deterministic merge in commodity network switches. First, switches in data centers have small per-port buffer size [14]. Second, commodity switches cannot reorder packets in priority queues according to per-packet metadata [52, 92].

Network and system co-design. Recent years witness a trend of co-designing distributed systems with programmable network switches. Mostly Ordered Multicast [85] and NO-Paxos [68] use a switch as a centralized sequencer or serialization point to achieve totally ordered broadcast. Different from broadcast, 1Pipe provides a scattering primitive and a scalable implementation. Eris [51] proposes in-network concurrency control using switch as a centralized sequencer. NetChain [52], NetLock [99], NetPaxos [30], and DAIET [88] offload important distributed middlewares to programmable switches. Omnisequencing [74] finds out that DCN topology can provide causal (but not total order) message delivery.

9 CONCLUSION
We propose a causal and total order communication abstraction, 1Pipe, that delivers messages in sender’s clock time order with restricted failure atomicity. 1Pipe achieves scalability and efficiency by utilizing programmable data center networks to separate aggregating order information from forwarding data packets. 1Pipe can simplify and accelerate many applications, and we expect future work to explore more. One limitation of 1Pipe is that it did not consider Byzantine failure, and we leave the security problems to future work.
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**Correctness Analysis.** In reliable 1Pipe, a scattering $M$ from sender $S$ to receivers $R_i$ with timestamp $T$ should be delivered if and only if the $S$ does not fail before $T$ and $S$ has received all ACKs from $R_i$. If $S$ fails before $T$ (i.e., the failure timestamp of $S$ is less than $T$), then $M$ is not committed (or the commit message has not propagated to any receiver, which is regarded as not committed). If any receiver $R_i$ fails before receiving the prepare message of $M$ or sending the ACK message, $S$ should recall $M$.

Now, we analyze the behavior of message $M : S \rightarrow R$ under each type of failure. A process has both sender and receiver roles, and they are considered separately.

- **Packet loss on a fair-loss link:** deliver because 2PC retransmits packets.
- **$R$ fails before sending ACK in Prepare phase:** discard according to Recall step.
- **$R$ fails after sending ACK in Prepare phase:** The message is in $R$’s receive buffer. We only ensure atomicity in a fail-recover model because recording the last message that $R$ has delivered is impossible. The controller records failure timestamps of senders and undeliverable recall messages, so that recovered receivers can deliver or discard messages consistently in each scattering. If $R$ fails permanently, atomicity is violated.
- **$S$ fails before sending commit timestamp $T$:** discard according to Discard step. For example, when $S$ fails while executing Recall step of $M$ due to previous failure of a receiver, its commit timestamp $T$ must be lower than $M$’s timestamp, so all receivers would discard $M$ due to failure of $S$.
- **$S$ fails after sending commit timestamp $T$:** deliver if and only if the failure timestamp $T'$ of $S$ is larger or equal to $T$. Failure timestamp is determined by controller, which ensures that $S$ has committed $T'$ but no message after $T'$ is delivered. Controller obtains $T'$ by gathering the maximum failure timestamp from a cut in a routing graph consisting of healthy switches that separates $S$ and all receivers. If the data center has separate production and management networks, and assuming they do not fail simultaneously, such a cut can always be found. Otherwise, a network partition may lead to atomicity violation.
  - The receiver $R'$ of another message $M'$ in the same scattering fails before sending ACK in Prepare phase: because the ACK is not received, discard according to Recall step.
  - The receiver $R'$ of another message $M'$ in the same scattering fails after sending ACK in Prepare phase: deliver according to 2PC.
  - The network path between $S$ and $R$ fails (e.g., due to routing problem), but $S$ and $R$ are reachable from the controller: controller forwards messages between $S$ and $R$.
  - The network path between $S$ and $R$ fails, and $S$ or $R$ is unreachable from the controller: the unreachable process is considered as failed. For example, if a host or the only network link from a host fails, all processes on it are disconnected from the network, so they are considered to fail.
  - The network path to $R$ fails after $R$ receives commit barrier $T$: $T$ is already delivered to $R$.
  - The network path to $R$ fails before $R$ receives commit barrier $T$: deliver after $R$ recovers according to Receiver Recovery. If $R$ fails permanently, atomicity is violated.